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Kelly Bargabos is the awardwinning author of Chasing the
Merry-Go-Round: Holding on to
Hope & Home When the World
Moves Too Fast, a 2018 Nautilus
Book Award Silver winner and a
finalist in the National Indie
Excellence Awards.
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lives in San Diego, CA where she
continues to write about the
things that move her, with the
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Kelly Bargabos

The Book
Life Moves Fast.
Too fast for some people.

“Commercial fiction would have you believe love is
enough. But in Kelly Bargabos's wrenching memoir,
the truth isn't so shiny and bright. Honest and
unsparing, this literary narrative of a sister
navigating the rough terrain of her brother’s life
offers no easy answers; instead, it takes us down the
rabbit hole of caring for a special needs sibling.
Despite the dark turns and dead ends that stymie
Bobby’s progress, this is a journey illuminated by
hope.”
Linda Lowen
Former Producer/Co-Host, Take Care

This is the true story of what it’s like to live
in a world where you can’t keep up. Bobby
was ten months old when my mom and dad
rescued him from birth parents who were
slowly killing him. He was adopted into our
family after a lengthy custody battle. Instead
of that settling him, it set off a lifelong
struggle to find a place to belong, a place to
call home. Like an old-fashioned merry-goround, the world moved at a speed that was
just too fast for Bobby. He couldn’t keep up,
which prevented him from keeping a job, a
roof over his head, and the basics needed to
survive. The life he dreamt of was always
out of reach. No one knew why. While
cultural ideals of what a “normal” life looks
like can distort our perspective, Chasing the
Merry-Go-Round allows readers to see the
world through the eyes of a person with
intellectual and physical disabilities, which can
often be invisible, especially at first glance.
It’s a story about struggle and hope, survival
and resilience, and most of all, the gift of
acceptance and love.

News
“Chasing the Merry-Go-Round
featured in 53rd Annual Local
Author Showcase”
The Local Author Program highlights the intellectual and
creative accomplishments of writers in the San Diego
region. A centerpiece of the Local Author rdProgram is
the Local Author Showcase. In its 53 year, the aim of
the Showcase is to bring exposure to local talent and
nurture the pursuit of the writing arts in San Diego.
Featured publications are also showcased in an Online
Gallery that lasts throughout the year and features author
information, cover images, and title and publishing
information. In addition, the books will be available for public
to check-out for the remainder of the year.

“A book that carries a potent message”
Kelly Bargabos won Silver in the 2018 Nautilus Book Awards for Memoir & Personal journey, selfpublished/small press, for her memoir, Chasing the Merry-Go-Round: Holding on to Hope & Home
When the World Moves Too Fast.
The Nautilus Mission is to recognize and celebrate a wide subject-range of Better Books for a
Better World and has been won in past years by many well-known authors, including:
Brené Brown • Deepak Chopra • Barbara Kingsolver • Thich Nhat Hanh • Marianne Williamson •
Caroline Myss • Gregg Braden • Lynne Twist • Jeremy Rifkin • Lynne McTaggart • Matthew Fox *
Daniel James Brown • Eckhart Tolle • Joan Borysenko • Hedrick Smith • Andrew Weil • Katherine
Neville • And many more ...
For two decades, Nautilus Book Awards has recognized books that transcend barriers of culture,
gender, race, and class, and promote conscious living & green values, spiritual growth, wellness &
vitality, and positive social change. Last year, Nautilus received entries from 36 States of USA, and
from 12 other nations. Dedicated to excellence and high standards of both message and
presentation, the Nautilus program celebrates books that inspire and connect our lives as
individuals, communities and global citizens.

Book Reviews
“WOW! I laughed and cried throughout reading the book. It’s a heart-wrenching life story
that you won’t be able to put down once you start reading!”
https://momskoop.com/5-top-summer-reads/

“The emotional insights that Chasing the Merry-Go-Round provides are so riveting in their
intensity that they are likely to remain with the reader long after he or she has

finished reading the book.”
http://www.bookpleasures.com/websitepublisher/articles/8733/1/Chasing-the-Merry-Go-Round-Holding-on-toHope-amp-Home-When-the-World-Moves-Too-Fast-A-True-Story--Reviewed-By-Lois-C-Henderson-ofBookpleasurescom/Page1.html

”It is quite sad but is beautifully written and highly engaging.”
https://www.onepotliving.com/books-on-my-nightstand/

“Sad, eye opening, an honest look at something so real in a way that transformed the
moments in my mind as I got in the more powerful points of the chapters. The author gives
all to the reader in a way that feels pure and it is so mixed with an emotional merry go round
of sorts.”
https://www.cassandramsplace.com/2018/03/a-mix-of-spring-reads-for-adults-with.html

“This book made me cry and it made me smile! I have worked in Child Abuse and Domestic
Violence (still do) so this book hit close to home with me. This is a wonderful book that really
shows the struggle and how it is to have intellectual and physical disabilities. I recommend

this one highly!”
https://socalcitykids.com/books-of-the-week-june-5th-2018/

“This book will make you laugh, cry, feel enraged and helpless, but most of all, it will give the
reader a deeper sense of compassion and empathy towards those who are

differently abled.”
https://www.newlycrunchymamaof3.com/home/grab-these-beach-ready-summer-reads-before-hitting-the-roadthis-summer-partner/

“A Memoir That Will Enlighten”
https://kellysthoughtsonthings.com/two-memoirs-that-bring-about-hope-and-enlightenment/

Author’s Note
My heart has always been to tell the story of my brother, Bobby, so that
people could see what life is truly like for someone like him. In a culture that
has historically valued strength over weakness, intellect over character, and
accomplishment over a simpler life, a segment of our population is
systemically and repeatedly marginalized—unseen and unheard. When
someone has physical disabilities that are invisible and intellectual limitations
that aren’t always obvious, life is challenging in ways that most of us don’t
understand.
I began our story in 1976 when Bobby first entered my life. I told his story mostly
chronologically, but life is not always a neat, narrative arc that moves in a linear, chronological,
and progressive path. Often and almost always, it is a series or set of messy circles that intersect
and change and move and sometimes sit still for many years until one day something happens or
someone says something at just the right time, in just the right way, and you suddenly see
something clearly for the very first time in your life. You realize that something that happened to
the six-year-old version of you is directly connected to your forty-year-old self, completing a circle
that was in you all along and you had no idea.
As someone who has spent most of his life feeling unheard and misunderstood, Bobby was
excited to share his story. An invisible disability, whether physical or intellectual, is one that is not
obvious at first glance. There is no outward sign that fits our culture’s preconceived ideas of what
determines a disability. An invisible disability causes limitations and challenges that can make
ordinary life more difficult and because of the invisible nature, people with invisible disabilities are
most often judged, misunderstood and marginalized. My hope is that readers will see that this
culture’s normal isn’t for everyone, there is treasure in those around us if we take the time to see
it, and that even though you may not always get the life you dream of, it is still a life and happiness
can be found in the simple pleasures of family, food, work and music.
I discovered through the writing, that this story, the story of Bobby and me, was always about
home. Bobby was suddenly removed from his home of origin at ten months old and has spent the
rest of his life searching for and wanting desperately to have his own home, getting close at times
but never quite attaining it. For Bobby, home is tangible: a place constructed of a dining room, a
garage, and a yard. I’ve learned from Bobby, and my work with my therapist, that I have also been
on a quest for home. But for me, home is abstract: an ideal constructed of the people I love. My
quest has been to keep those people intact, safe, cared for and stable. Only then could my home
be at peace.
There are many people like my brother in this world—people who need a little extra help to
keep up with this fast-paced system we’ve created. How we care for those who need help has an
everlasting impact. If the basic needs of a person’s spirit, soul and body are met, it allows them
the ability to keep their own corner of the world—their home—safe and prosperous for them and
their family. This is all there is.

Interview Questions
1

What is the definition of an
invisible disability (ID)?

2

What are some common
examples?

3

How are they different from
visible disabilities?

4

What inspired you to write
about this topic?

5

What are your brother’s
disabilities?

11

What has been your brother’s
response to the book?

12

Can a person with ID lead a
full life?

13

Why is it important to
understand ID?

14

What is the most profound
problem faced with ID?

15

Does our culture discriminate
against people with ID?

6

When did you first realize
your brother was different?

16

Give us 3 tips for helping a
family member of friend with ID.

7

How does it impact the
family?

17

Who should read your
book?

8

When and how did you start
advocating for your brother?

18

What is the biggest lesson
you learned?

How do you advocate for an
adult with ID?

19

Can you elaborate on the SEE
acronym that you ascribe to?

10 How has being your brother’s

20

What do you hope readers
take away?”

9

advocate impacted your life?

BOOK EXCERPT PROLOGUE:

The best way to describe what life is like for Bobby is an old-fashioned merry-go-round, like the one I grew
up riding at the North Bay Elementary School playground. This merry-go-round was an octagon formed by
wooden benches held together by steel bars radiating from the center pole. Metal grates covered the opening in
the middle. Two hand-foot pumping stations, usually manned by fourth-grade boys, stood on opposite sides. They
would push and pull on the steel bars, slowly at first, until they found their rhythm. Then they’d pump with as
much speed as their feet and hands would allow. The rest of us held onto the wooden benches and ran in a pack.
Our hands stung with splinters as we pushed as hard and fast as we could. Our sneakers pounded in unison,
forming a deep rut in the hard dirt as we tried to keep up with the kids pushing, pulling, and setting the pace. If
you faltered or lagged for even a moment, you lost your footing and risked falling. Kids that fell were stepped on.
No one slowed down. There were no adults, no referees to guarantee fairness. It was every man for himself.
For Bobby, most of the time the world spins like this merry-go-round with the rest of us running in a pack
at a pace he’s not capable of. His brain is on cruise control, set at a speed that can’t keep up with those who
push and pull, make the rules, set the speed. The recorded voice when he calls Social Services or the gas and
electric company, repeating option five, berates him to make a choice and threatens to hang up on him when he’s
still trying to figure out option one. The daily newspaper, job applications, forms for government assistance, and
cell phone contracts—all geared for those with an eighth-grade education—are no match for his third-grade
reading level. The bank teller who refuses to cash his paycheck because he doesn’t have a checking account
can’t be bothered to take the time to listen to him explain why. The cashier at the grocery store rolls her eyes and
sighs loudly when it takes him too long to count out his dollar bills and coins.
At the playground, once the merry-go-round reached top speed, we jumped onto the moving bench,
clutched the bar in front of us, and leaned back into the wind. Silky, white milkweed seeds blew across our faces
and got caught in our hair and mouths. Intoxicated with speed, we looked around at all the other kids who made
it. We considered ourselves worthy of the ride and breathed a sigh of relief. Once on, you had to focus on your
grip. You couldn’t relax or look down at the kids who fell. If you did, you might be thrown off by the sheer force of
the spinning, tossed three feet in the air to land on hard ground, maybe get the wind knocked out of you or a
scraped knee or split lip depending on your landing.
Some kids knew they wouldn’t be able to run fast enough. They saw the rut and the fate of those who tried
and failed and decided to stand on the sidelines instead, watching. The rest of us laughed and screamed as if we
were the only kids on earth, as if all that mattered to us was that we had a seat on the moving bench. We’d enjoy
the ride as long as we could. Other kids couldn’t bear to watch and not ride, so they’d walk to the other side of the
playground to ride the swings, the teeter-totter, or the slide.
Most of the time, Bobby is one who stands on the sidelines and watches the rest of us go ‘round. I tried for
many years to help make him fast enough and strong enough to climb onto the merry-go-round. When that didn’t
work, I tried running for him. I tried carrying him while I ran. I was sure that if I could just get him up on that bench,
he would be okay. Instead, he has shown me what it’s like to stand on the sidelines.
And though I will always try to convince the ones pushing and pulling to slow down every once in a
while—let people like him on or off, give someone else a turn—when he is on the sidelines, I will stand with him.
When he walks to the other side of the playground, I will walk with him.
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